2017 RAMS FOOTBALL

STUDENT REPACK INFORMATION

WHO:
ALL STUDENT RESIDENTS WITH AN ON-CAMPUS PARKING PERMIT IN THE FOLLOWING PARKING LOTS:
- HUGHES WAY – LOT #210
- HUGHES WAY – LOT #410
- INGERSOLL HALL – LOT #215
- EDWARDS HALL – LOT #220
- ACADEMIC VILLAGE – LOT #230
- NEWSOM HALL – LOT #236
- BRAIDEN HALL – LOT #470
- GREEN HALL – LOT #165
- INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY – LOT #180
- SUMMIT HALL – LOT #245

WHERE DO VEHICLES NEED TO BE MOVED TO:
The designated residential student repark parking lots are:
- WESTFALL – LOT #115
- PARMELEE – LOT #145
- UNIVERSITY SQUARE – LOT #575
- SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE GARAGE – LOT #577
- RESEARCH BOULEVARD – LOT #740
- ALLISON – LOT #170

*STUDENTS NEEDING TO REPACK BEFORE 4:00 P.M. ON FRIDAYS WILL BE DIRECTED TO WESTFALL (LOT #115), PARMELEE (LOT #145) AND ALLISON (LOT #170) PARKING LOTS.*

ARE STUDENTS WHO REGULARLY PARK IN ONE OF THE DESIGNATED REPARK LOTS LISTED ABOVE IMPACTED?
NO, STUDENTS MAY SIMPLY LEAVE THEIR VEHICLE PARKED AS NORMAL.

WHEN VEHICLES NEED TO BE MOVED:
The repark will take place on Fridays prior to home football games (see dates below), from 4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.:
- FRIDAY, AUGUST 25
- FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
- FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13
- FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
- FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10
- FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17

WHEN VEHICLES MAY RETURN TO REGULAR PARKING LOTS:
Vehicles may return to regular parking lots beginning 4 hours and/or midnight following each football game, through 7:00 A.M. on Mondays.

SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE TO ASSIST THOSE WHO ARE REQUIRED TO REPACK:
Transport will provide shuttle service to and from repark lots and residence halls:
- FRIDAYS: 4:00 P.M. – 8:00 P.M.
- SUNDAYS: 8:00 A.M. – 11:00 A.M.

*EXISTING RAM HORN SERVICE WILL BE EXTENDED TO 8:00 P.M. ON FRIDAYS*

COMMUTER AND FACULTY AND STAFF PARKING PERMITS:
- COMMUTER PARKING PERMITS ARE NOT VALID ON GAME DAY
- FACULTY AND STAFF PARKING PERMITS ARE NOT VALID ON GAME DAY

REPACK IS REQUIRED
Failure to repark will result in the vehicle being towed and a citation(s) being issued. All towing fees and citations are the sole responsibility of the individual registered to the vehicle.

STUDENT TAILGATE + PREGAME PROGRAMMING
- Student gameday parking and tailgating is offered in the tilt parking lot (315).
- Information to be provided at a later date regarding how to obtain passes and policies.
- New in 2017 – Pregame programming for CSU students will take place on the west lawn of the Lory student center. Students can expect food and beverages for purchase, live music and entertainment, games, activities and more!

STUDENT TICKETING
- New in 2017 – Reserve your ticket online and then use your ram card at the gate! No more paper tickets.
- Guaranteed entrance by claiming ticket in advance (if tickets remain when you claim).

Information coming soon on how and when to log in and claim your free game tickets!
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